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The purpose of this six-week field experience is to focus on the complex dimensions of social and cultural engagement in classroom learning.
The student's field experience journal and e-portfolio and her/his participation in the field placement should provide evidence of a growing
ability to act thoughtfully in the classroom and within the school community, and a deepening understanding oflearners and of the enactment of
curriculum and pedagogical relationships within a whole class environment. The narrative assessment should address the student teacher's
growth in the emergent ability to plan for, implement and assess learning. It should also comment on the student teacher' s growth in relation to
the Teaching Quality Standard (2018), including the student's own goal setting reflections throughout field experience. The following report on
the student's work should be organized in relation to the questions: Wit ere is the work particularly strong? What could tlte student do to further
her/his professional growth and development? You may also want to consider the elements assessed as part of the midterm assessment.

Context: Danielle has been taking on an increasing amount of teaching as the field experience has
progressed. She picked up teaching lessons in writing partway through a learning cycle (story writing), as
well as continuing my morning routine of an oral and written French (Weather, avoir). She had the
opportunity to begin learning cycles in French (My Classroom, Alberta Winter Celebrations), Science (Light
and Shadow), and Character Education (MindUp). She also planned, implemented and assessed an entire
learning cycle in Social Studies (Alberta's Fossil Heritage).
Danielle has really made an effort to foster positive relationships with students and parents. She takes
interest in the students, and they feel seen and appreciated when she has quick conversations with them about
their personal interests. This type of relationship building leads to greater respect and engagement from the
students when she is teaching. Danielle also engaged with parents during Parent-Teacher Conferences at our
school; our parents really appreciated meeting with her, and valued her comments about their learners. She
was professional and pleasant, and spoke with confidence and care. I am excited to see Danielle's
relationships with other staff members at our school grow in her next field experience here; as she takes on
more responsibility in instruction, she will also begin taking on more supervisory roles with support staff, as
well as communicating with student support teachers in our classroom.
One thing that has impressed me most about Danielle is her engagement in ongoing critical reflection to
improve teaching and learning. Through the past six weeks, I've had the opportunity to observe Danielle
work her way through planning and implementing lessons in a variety of different subjects. Not every lesson
a teacher teaches is perfect, but I am so pleased to see Danielle take feedback from each day and action it
into her following lessons, building her own capacity to support student success in learning. Specifically, I
have noticed improvement in targeted support of specific learning needs, as well as including more/all
learners in classroom activities. Danielle is also actively learning how to use emerging high impact strategies
and learning technologies to enhance her practice.
At the beginning of her field experience, Danielle would often support students who asked for help during
independent task time. As her teaching progressed and improved, Danielle realized that while it's still
important to support engaged learners, it is equally important to be consistently checking in on all students,
and identify which students have learning needs that must be addressed. She recognized that some students

who struggle in class may not frequently or ever request support; it is up to the teacher to identify ~d target
those students. For example, during a recent social studies activity, after releasing students to do therr own
work, Danielle made a targeted loop around the classroom. First, she visited a student who o!'1en ne_eds help
initiating tasks, then followed up with another learner who often misunderstands the instructions. Fmally, she
did a quick loop to ensure all other students were on-track, before returning to students with questions.
Knowing how her students develop as learners is paramount in teaching.
Danielle participates in school Professional Leaming Communities (PLCs), which in turn lead to her
improving her own practice. For example, her current PLC is learning about using·annotation as a high
impact strategy in reading comprehension. Danielle was able to take that learning, and implement it in a
cross-curricular way into Social Studies. She worked with other teachers in the grade band to plan strategies
to meet the Grade 4 standard, but she also modified the content of the task to ensure that they met her
students where they were learning. Danielle has also learned about different teaching strategies through
discussion and observation; for example, she has incorporated debates, google form quizzes, as well as
whiteboard work into her teaching. She is unafraid to take risks and try new things; Danielle understands that
the best way for her to improve her practice is to learn from her mistakes.
Recently, Danielle has been working on improving her understanding of assessment. Throughout the field
experience, Danielle has steadily collected formative assessment information through whiteboard work,
student discussions, and small group conversations. Recently, as she nears the end of her learning cycles, she
is beginning to plan and implement summative assessment tasks for her students. Some of the methods she
has used include exit slips, paper assessments, observations of debate, and google form quizzes. She also
collected observed and conversation summative assessment pieces by asking students to record their tasks
using Flipgrid in Social Studies. During her next field experience, Danielle will have more opportunities to
plan learning cycles in more detail, and I look forward to seeing how she will include planning for
summative assessment from the beginning of her learning cycles.
One area that has been a challenge for Danielle this field experience is in time management. She has
steadily improved since the beginning of her placement, and is continuing to develop her understanding of
how long tasks will take. One interesting aspect of teaching is that there are times when you have less
flexibility in timing; Danielle experienced this first hand when working with recess schedules, whole-school
assemblies, music teacher and gym teacher schedules, author-in-residence schedules, as well as special
guests from Trickster Theater and the S4 Calgary Police Service, in addition to having to coordinate teaching
time with myself. Next field experience, Danielle will be taking on a full-time teaching load. While this will
be more work on her part, she will also have the opportunity to schedule for herself, and identify what can be
moved, what is essential, what must be prioritized. It's important to take teachable moments as they come,
but it's also important to finish teaching the curriculum, as that is what we are responsible for as teachers.
Danielle has been a pleasure to work with during the past six weeks; I know that myself and my students
will really miss her until she returns to us in February. I am so excited for her to return, because I think she
will be an excellent teacher, and I feel very fortunate to be able to support her in this moving forward!
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Date: December 8, 2021
Credit 181

Non-Credit D

Yes 181

No □

Please remember to also sign and date any additional pages and attach to this form.
Please ensure tbe student signs the Narrative Assessment. .
Please provide the original Narrative Assessment to the student teacher and keep a copy for your own
records.
The student teacher is required to submit a copy of this Narrative Assessment to their Field Experience
Instructor, as per the instructions of the Field Experience Instruct%_ in order to receive their final rade.

